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Abstract 
The use of public Wi-Fi hotspots is beneficial for both users and service providers, 

with users able to access free wireless internet and service providers gaining potential 
customers. While users can easily take advantage of accessible Wi-Fi Internet hotspot 
networks in public, they are more vulnerable to man-in-the-middle (MIMT) attacks such 
as the Evil-Twin attack. An attacker can eavesdrop on communication channels by setting 
up an Evil-Twin access point and intercepting sensitive user information such as 
credentials or credit card numbers. Free open (unencrypted) public Wi-Fi hotspots lack 
security measures because their main goals are to be easily accessible and to draw 
customers. Simultaneously, the lack of awareness of the potential risk of connecting to 
such a network increase the severity of the threat. There is a critical need for client-side 
tools to assist wireless users in identifying and defending themselves against Evil-Twin 
attacks at public Wi-Fi hotspots. The focus of this research is to explore this problem and 
build a detection tool that bridges the gap between the limitations of the existing client-
side detection solutions and the need to increase the wireless security of Wi-Fi Hotspots. 
The development of a prototype client-side Evil-Twin access point detection tool was 
guided by studying the core concepts, techniques, and specifications. The primary goal of 
this research thesis was to build a more effective solution by comparing the Wi-Fi auditing 
tools and wireless adapters available to perform Evil-Twin attacks. The evaluation results 
of the analysis showed that the detection tool can effectively determine the presence of an 
Evil-Twin access point. 

 
1 Introduction 
 
The use of the IEEE 802.11 wireless network, or Wi-Fi, has become increasingly popular in 
recent times. Wi-Fi is a form of wireless local area network (WLAN) technology that allows 
users to connect to the internet without the need for physical cables. According to a report by 
Cisco, the number of public Wi-Fi hotspots is projected to reach 628 million by 2023, up from 
169 million in 2018.(Wi-Fi® predictions from Cisco’s Annual Internet Report | Wi-Fi Alliance, 
2020). Wi-Fi is becoming the preferred method of connecting to the internet in homes, 
businesses, and public places, such as libraries and coffee shops. A survey of 15,532 
individuals in 15 different countries done by Symantec showed that nearly half of the 
participants would not wait longer than a few minutes to connect to the Wi-Fi at places such 
as airports, restaurants, shops, and hotels. (‘2017-norton-wifi-risk-report-global-results-
summary-en.pdf’, no date). While the convenience of free Wi-Fi is attractive to many users, 
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there is a corresponding increase in risk. However, this convenience comes with an increased 
security risk as these hotspots are often unsecured and vulnerable to malicious attacks.      
 

According to a research paper by (Lotfy et al., 2021), “public free Wi-Fi hotspots are 
more prone to security risks such as man-in-the-middle attacks, eavesdropping, and data 
leakage.” These attacks can be used to gain access to user data and sensitive information, such 
as credentials and credit card details, as users connect to these open networks. An Evil-Twin 
attack is one such man-in-the-middle (MIMT) attack, where the attacker is positioned between 
the user and the legitimate access point, allowing them to intercept and manipulate traffic 
passing between the two. Public Wi-Fi hotspots are vulnerable to evil twin attacks because they 
are generally unprotected and unmonitored. An evil twin attack occurs when an attacker creates 
a malicious Wi-Fi hotspot with the same name as a legitimate one. This malicious hotspot is 
designed to capture data and credentials that users enter when they connect to the network. The 
attacker then uses this data to gain access to the user’s account or to infect the user’s device 
with malware. This type of attack is especially dangerous in public places, such as airports or 
coffee shops, where people are more likely to connect to open Wi-Fi networks without 
verifying their authenticity. 

 
Detecting an Evil-Twin access point can be difficult as the Evil-Twin access point may 

be designed to look and behave like a legitimate access point. It is crucial to detect these Evil-
Twin access points to protect users and networks from malicious actors. One way to detect an 
Evil-Twin access point is to look for inconsistencies in the wireless network. For example, if a 
legitimate wireless network has a specific Service Set Identifier (SSID), then any access points 
with the same SSID should be treated with suspicion. Similarly, if a legitimate access point is 
broadcasting on a specific channel, other access points on the same channel should be flagged 
as suspicious. If a wireless access point is discovered having the same SSID then most devices 
will try to establish a connection with the SSID having the strongest Received Signal Strength 
Indicator (RSSI).  

 
(Anmulwar et al., 2014) discuss two main techniques for the recognition of Evil-Twin 

access points: client-side and server-side. Each of these has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. The server-side method is less of a burden on the client since any changes and 
alterations are done on the router, gateway, or switch. However, this approach has a major 
downside as the client is unable to confirm the validity of the access point. On the other hand, 
the client-side approach involves the client in the detection process. The downside to this is 
that any software and driver installation needed must be done on the client.  

 
The goal is to address the problem through the red vs. blue team technique. This approach 

will enable us to recognize any shared flaws and traits of the tools employed by the attacker 
and locate means to use them to create a client-side detection tool that can detect the Evil-Twin 
access point. In this thesis, the primary focus is comparing the tools Airgeddon, Fluxion, and 
Pineapple Tetra used by attackers to create Evil-Twin access points. And also by examining 
the various wireless adapters like TL-WN8223N, AWSU036ACH, and Hak5 Wi-Fi Pineapple 
Tetra to determine which one is the most compatible with the tools used to conduct these 
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attacks. The working combinations help build the different experiment setups for the research. 
The detection strategy can then be refined by assessing the outcomes of multiple experiments. 
A client-side detection technique was chosen to tackle the Evil-Twin access point issue. 
Compared to previous research, this approach has several benefits. Our detection technique 
does not create a filter list or require the signature of the legitimate access points prior to 
detection. At the same time, our approach does not require an additional server to be deployed. 
Furthermore, a more comprehensive assessment reveals that the tools often imitate other 
parameters, such as the Service Set Identifier, Channel Number, and Media Access Control 
address. It was observed that the tools Airgeddon and Fluxion do not alter the Vendor Specific 
information while creating the Evil-Twin. At the same time, Pineapple Tetra strips the Vendor 
Specific information from the packets. This parameter helps in identifying the presence of 
another device. Subsequently, the detection parameters chosen in the final analysis, such as 
RSSI, Timestamp, Sequence number, and Vendor-Specific information, help accurately 
identify the presence of an Evil-Twin access point. 

 
Additionally, Group Cipher Suite, which provides the encryption method used, and Auth 

Key Management Suite, which shows the authentication method used, were observed to be 
absent while creating the Evil-Twin access point. Similarly, the RSSI value recorded over the 
various setups shows that the legitimate access points have consistent values compared to the 
Evil-Twin access point. Also, the Timestamp delay between the consecutive Beacon frames of 
the legitimate access point was consistent as opposed to the Evil-Twin access point. Thus, the 
following parameters contribute to the uniqueness while adding novelty to the research and 
helping to distinguish it from other studies, 

 
• Vendor Specific Information 
• Group Cipher Suite 
• Auth Key Management Suite 

 
Therefore, the Vendor Specific Information, Group Cipher Suite, and Auth Key 

Management Suite are essential parameters for identifying Evil-Twin access points. These 
parameters, along with timestamps of beacon frames and RSSI, are used to improve the 
precision of the detection tool. 

1.1 Research Question 
 
In order to carry out a detailed and concise scope of research, this thesis is directed by the 
following research question. 
 
How can we safeguard users against malicious actors by analysing and detecting Evil-
Twin access points using beacon-frame delay and wireless network parameter deviation?  
 
Based on this research question, numerous sub-questions emerge that will facilitate a 
meticulous and comparative analysis. The thesis was guided by these sub-questions that 
outlined the specific objectives, which in turn formed the basis of the conceptual framework.  
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These sub-questions are, 
 
What are the various tools to create an Evil-Twin access point? 
What are the various wireless adapters required to enable these tools? 
Which wireless parameters can be utilized to differentiate between the legitimate and Evil-
Twin access points? 
Which combination of wireless adapters and tools will create an Evil-Twin that will be harder 
to detect? 
 
Considering and focusing on these questions and conducting extensive research will assist and 
guide the research work. 

1.2 Research Objective 
 
This dissertation aims to create a system/tool that enables wireless users to identify and protect 
themselves from malicious evil twin attacks while using free open public Wi-Fi hotspots. The 
main objective of this research thesis was to create a more effective, efficient, and practical 
client-side detection tool by comprehensively analysing the various wireless adapters and tools. 

1.3 Structure of the Report 
 
The structure report consists of following sections: related work, research methodology, design 
specification, implementation, evaluation, discussion, conclusion, and references.  
 
In related work section, the comprehensive review of the relevant literature on the detection of 
Evil-Twin access points is highlighted. It includes an overview of the key concepts, theories, 
and studies related to the Evil-Twin access points, focusing on recent work and findings. The 
literature review provides a framework for this research paper and helps to identify potential 
gaps in the current research. Additionally, the review provides a basis for the research paper, 
helping to shape the focus and scope of the study. The design specifications section of the 
report focuses on the various hardware and the tools required to create Evil-Twin access points 
and helps to narrow down the different parameters required for a comprehensive analysis. The 
implementation section on the thesis shows how the research methodology was implemented 
to build the detection tool. In the evaluation shows the observations and the findings from the 
various experimental setups. The discussions section highlights of the overall findings of the 
detection tool. Finally, the thesis is concluded, summarizing the research's main points and 
findings. 
 

2 Related Work 
 
This section of the report provides a comprehensive review of pertinent literature related to 
wireless security, the need for secure free open public Wi-Fi networks, client-side evil twin 
attack detection solutions, and research methodology. The literature review aims to identify 
existing studies, their strengths and weaknesses, and any gaps in the literature. The goal of the 
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literature review is to guide the development of a system for users to independently detect and 
protect themselves from Evil-Twin access point attacks while using free open public Wi-Fi 
hotspots. 
 
 

The research proposed by the authors (Kao et al., 2014) discuss the use of the 
timestamps of the  sequential Beacon Frames received and analysed the difference in the 
timestamps received of two consecutive sequential frames and found that there notable 
distinction between the timestamps of legitimate and Evil-Twin access points. Even if the 
attacker synchronises the sequence of the Beacon frames and the received timestamp the 
distinction remains. Although there is a way to detect the presence of the Evil-Twin with this 
approach, but it is impossible to identify without prior evaluation of the legitimate access point. 
(Ketkhaw and Thipchaksurar, 2017) authors have implemented the detection of the Rogue 
access points by using the SSID parameter and comparing them with the Probe and Beacon 
requests.  

 
The authors (Amoordon et al., 2022) have employed the Beacon frame interval and 

Sequence number gap in the detection of Evil-Twin and detecting Jamming attacks. This 
approach can be improved by adding more parameters. (Alotaibi and Elleithy, 2015) has used 
the size of Beacon Frame (BFS) packets and matches it against threshold value (TSV). This 
method of detection gathers the BFS of all the frames and then compares the values to the set 
TSV value to detect the presence of the Evil-Twin attack. (Vanjale and Mane, 2014) authors 
approach in detection is based on collecting the collecting the SSID and corresponding MAC 
and RSSI values and then comparing the deviation of the RSSI values to identify the Evil-Twin 
access point. (Mwinuka et al., 2022) authors have implemented their detection methodology 
for detecting Evil-Twin access points on Android Devices by focusing on the RSSI deviation 
and achieved a high rate of accuracy. However, more parameters can be added to provide to 
achieve a higher accuracy as the signal strength can be increased by the attacker.  
 
 (Kitisriworapan, Jansang and Phonphoem, 2019) have discussed the detection of Evil-
Twin access points using the Modulation Coding Scheme (MCS) and Round-Trip-Time (RTT) 
parameters in detection. This method shows a higher rate of detection when both the parameters 
are used together. However, more parameters are required as to increase the accuracy.   
 
 (Yang, Song and Gu, 2012) have proposed the use of statistical approach in detecting 
the Evil-Twin access points by employing two algorithms. However, the algorithms are based 
on the traffic load performance by evaluating the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and 
Internet Control Message protocol (ICMP) parameters of the legitimate access point and in 
heavy loads the accuracy of the detection algorithm decreases. The authors (Zhang et al., 2020) 
have proposed to use the ICMP travel between wireless network clients through their gateway 
and the dedicated internet server. The drawback of the method is the sample size of the data 
that was collected. For higher accuracy of detection a significantly large data sample must be 
collected. (Burns et al., 2017) authors approach uses traceroute in the detection and comparing 
the Time-To-Live (TTL) parameter deviation to distinguish between the access points. The 
drawback of this solution relies on an external server.  
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 (Asaduzzaman, Majib and Rahman, 2020) authors have employed a machine learning 
approach for detection using a feature set of various parameters. However, this approach is not 
suitable for performing check on live traffic and accuracy is impacted if the attacker sending 
malformed packets. (Nakhila and Zou, 2016) have discussed the provides extremely high rate 
of detection using Info packets but relies on dedicated server to be deployed to assist in the 
detection. (Lovinger et al., 2020) the authors have used various parameters such as the SSID, 
Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID), channel, Security, Country, and Basic Bit Rates to 
perform the detection. However, the approach requires the need of capturing a signature which 
is used to differentiate between the legitimate and Evil-Twin access point.  
 
 (Lanze et al., 2015) authors have used Timing Synchronization Function (TSF) 
timestamps to help identify and distinguish between the access points. (Jadhav, Vanjale and 
Mane, 2014) have used the clock Skew method to perform the detection of the Evil-Twin 
access. The TSF time stamps are used to calculate the Clock Skew on access point. The 
drawback of this technique is that requires the fingerprint of the legitimate access point for 
comparison.  
 
 The research proposed by the authors (Jang et al., 2020) using intentional Channel 
interference across the various channel of 802.11 range. With their method they were able to 
get hight rate of accuracy.  
 

3 Research Methodology 
 
In this section of the thesis, the research methodology employed is detailed and a 
comprehensive comparative analysis is defined and discussed in detecting Evil-Twin access 
created using various tools and wireless adapters. The following steps have been considered to 
develop the methodology to detect the Evil-Twin access points. 

• Select the different wireless auditing and social engineering tools that will assist in 
creating the Evil-Twin access point. 

• Identify the various wireless adapters that are compatible with the tools. 
• Creating Evil-Twin access points with various combinations of tools and wireless 

adapters. 
• Capturing the network traffic to understand the various parameters that will assist in 

detecting the presence of Evil-Twin access points. 
• Identifying the tools and dependencies required to create the detection tool. 
• Selecting the parameters and identifying the Evil-Twin using the detection tool. 

 
According to previous research, Evil-Twin access point detection techniques can be divided 

into active or client-side detection and passive or server-side detection (Anmulwar et al., 2014). 
Both methods have their own strengths and weaknesses, when it comes to detecting an Evil-
Twin. Several papers make use of the client-side approach, which utilizes the round trip time 
out (RTT) network metric to detect both the client machine and local server, as seen in 
(Kitisriworapan, Jansang and Phonphoem, 2019). According to (Mwinuka et al., 2022), the use 
of the RSSI metric provides a 98% and 99% accuracy rate when applied to open and closed 
networks, respectively. It is possible to distinguish Evil-Twin access points from legitimate 
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ones by looking at various parameters, such as SSID, BSSID, RSSI and encryption. Comparing 
these elements can help to differentiate between the two.  

 
The authors (Kao et al., 2014) proposed research about the use of timestamps found in 

sequential Beacon Frames. They discovered that there was a large difference between the 
timestamps of legitimate and Evil-Twin access points. Even if the attacker attempted to 
synchronize the timestamps, the distinction still remained. While a way to detect the presence 
of the Evil-Twin has been unveiled, it is not possible to identify it without prior knowledge of 
the legitimate access point. In a later study, (Ketkhaw and Thipchaksurar, 2017) developed a 
method to detect Rogue access points by comparing SSID parameters of Probe and Beacon 
requests. Based on the results of the research work performed, the parameters necessary for 
identifying and evaluating the Evil-Twin access points can be regulated. The client-side passive 
technique requires us to consider the Received Signal Strength Indicator, Destination MAC, 
Source MAC, AP MAC, Frequency Channel, Beacon Interval, Timestamp, Sequence Number, 
Cipher, Suite, Service Set Identifier, Vendor, and Chipset information.  
 
4 Design Specification 
 
This section of the thesis will review the hardware and software used to use our research 
methodology and create a conducive environment to help develop the detection tool. 

4.1 Hardware  
 
The setup first requires a Debian-based Linux distribution running as a virtual machine on top 
of the base host machine. The virtualization software used is Parallels Desktop 17. The 
specifications of the host machine are listed below in Table 1, and the specifications of the 
Virtual machine used are listed in Table 2. Furthermore, various wireless adapters are used to 
build the various test cases for the experiment. 

Table 1: Shows the specification of the Host machine 
Host Machine M1 MacBook Pro 
Processor 8-core CPU with 4 performance cores and 4 efficiency cores 
System Architecture  ARM-64 
Operating System Ventura 13.0.1 
RAM 8 GB 

Table 2: Shows the specifications of the Virtual Machine 
Virtual Machine Kali Linux 
Processor 2-core CPU 
System Architecture  ARM-64 
Operating System Kali 2022.4 
RAM 2 GB 

 
To create Evil-Twin access points various wireless adapters were used. The following Table 3 
shows the specifications of the adapters. These adapters were selected as per the compatibility 
with the wireless auditing and social engineering tools. 

Table 3: Shows the specifications of the wireless adapters 
Device TP-Link Alfa Network Hak5 Wi-Fi Pineapple 
Model TL-WN8223N AWSU036ACH Pineapple Tetra 
Band 2.4GHz 2.4GHz and 5GHz 2.4GHz and 5GHz 
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Chipset Realtek RTL8192EU Realtek RTL8812AU Atheros AR9344 and 
AR9580 

IEEE 802.11 
Standards 

b/g/n a/b/g/n/ac a/b/g/n 

Antenna Single (Internal) 2 4 
Transmit Power <20dbm 2 dipole omi (5 dBi gain) 29dBm gain 

 
The default drivers for the TP-Link adapter do not have all the required modes available to 
create the Evil-Twin attack. The Default modes are managed and monitor. Whereas the modes 
AP is also required to successfully create the Evil-Twin access point. Similarly, for the Alfa 
Network adapter the default drivers are not compatible with Kali Linux and the adapter remains 
undetected. For both adapters it is required to update the adapters to their compatible drivers. 
These adapters are used to create the used in the case study 1 and case study 2 for the tool 
Airgeddon and Fluxion. 
 
The Legitimate access point used in the setup is created by using the Android Device OnePlus 
8 pro. At the same time, the client devices used in all the case studies are two phones, iPhone 
XR and Xiaomi K20 Pro, and a windows laptop Lenovo ThinkPad E15 Gen2. Table 4 
highlights the specifications of the client devices used in this research.  

Table 4: Shows the device specification of the devices 
Device Type Phone Phone Phone Laptop 
Model iPhone XR OnePlus 8 Pro K20 Pro ThinkPad E15 Gen2 
Manufacturer Apple OnePlus Xiaomi Lenovo 
Operating System iOS version 16.1.2 Android 13.0 Android 10 Windows 11(Version 21H2) 
Chipset Broadcom Qualcomm Qualcomm Intel 

 

4.2 Software Tools 
 
Various software tools are used for this research thesis. These tools include wireless auditing 
and social engineering tools such as Airgeddon and Fluxion. The tool Scapy is used to capture 
the Beacon frames generated by the legitimate access point and the Evil-Twin access point in 
all the three case studies. 
 
Airgeddon is an open-source Linux-based wireless network security auditing tool. It is 
designed to perform a wide range of wireless security auditing tasks, including scanning for 
wireless networks, cracking WEP and WPA-PSK keys, generating WPS pin codes, and many 
more. It also includes a collection of additional tools and features, such as a MAC address 
changer and Evil-Twin access point creator. Along with the Evil-Twin access point creation, 
the tool can also deploy a captive portal to perform social engineering attacks. The WPA 
handshake capture by the tool is used to verify the password captured from the captive portal. 
 
Fluxion is a wireless security auditing and social-engineering tool. It is used to audit Wi-Fi 
networks and is capable of attacking WPA and WPA2 networks. It is a tool intended to be used 
for legal security purposes only. Fluxion can be used to test the security of a Wi-Fi network by 
using social engineering techniques. It can be used to break WPA and WPA2 passwords by 
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generating a fake access point and then capturing the handshake of a user who has connected 
to the fake access point. It can also be used to carry out a man-in-the-middle attack to capture 
user credentials or other sensitive information. Fluxion is a powerful tool that can be used to 
audit the security of a wireless network. 
 
Scapy is a powerful packet manipulation program and library written in Python. It is used to 
craft, inject, analyse, and decode network packets, as well as to create and manipulate Wi-Fi 
frames. Scapy can be used to execute a wide variety of tasks, such as scanning, tracerouting, 
probing, unit tests, attack, and network discovery. Scapy can also be used to craft and send 
custom packets for troubleshooting purposes and for network audits. Scapy has a powerful set 
of capabilities, including the ability to sniff, forge, and decode packets, as well as send and 
receive custom packets. It can also be used to perform an active scan, trace a path, and probe 
for open ports. Scapy also supports sniffing on multiple interfaces at the same time, as well as 
the ability to filter captured packets, as seen in Figure 1. Scapy also provides a powerful 
scripting language that can be used to automate tasks such as scanning and packet 
manipulation. Scapy is also extensible and can be extended to include custom protocol 
dissectors and packet crafting modules. Scapy is a powerful and resourceful tool for network 
professionals, and it can be used to perform a wide variety of tasks, such as troubleshooting, 
security assessment, and network analysis. 
 

 
Figure 1: Shows the beacon Frame captured by using Scapy 

 

4.3 Detection Script 
 
The detection tool is built using Python and Scapy, which performs live capture of the Beacon 
frames transmitted by the wireless adapters in the experiment. The detection tool uses the sniff 
function provided by Scapy to collect beacon frames. Scapy also helps extract parameters such 
as RSSI, Destination MAC, Source MAC, AP MAC, Channel, Beacon Interval, Timestamp, 
Sequence number, Cipher, Suite, SSID, Vendor, and Chipset, as highlighted in the research 
methodology. The output of the data gathered by the tool is extracted in a .CSV file using the 
Pandas Library. The Vendor information is extracted and updated in the output file using 
Python Libraries such as mac-vendor-lookup 0.1.12 and macaddress 2.0.2. 
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5 Implementation 
 
To implement our proposed research methodology, the implementation has been divided by 
setting up three test case studies.  
 
In case study 1, the tool Airgeddon was used to create the Evil-Twin access point. First, the 
TP-Link TL-WN8223N adapter was used with the default driver. The tool Airgeddon performs 
the Evil-Twin attack in mainly two stages, capture the WPA handshake and create the Evil-
Twin with a captive portal. The wireless adapter is set to monitor mode to prepare the adapter 
for the attack. The successful completion of the steps is recorded. Then the scenario is repeated 
by updating the driver of the TP-Link TL-WN8223N adapter. After successfully creating the 
Evil-Twin access point, the detection tool is engaged to capture the beacon frames. The 
Detection tool requires a wireless adapter to capture the data. The captured .CSV file is then 
analysed. Similarly, the scenario is repeated for the Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter.  
 
In case study 2, Fluxion tool was used to create the Evil-Twin access point. First, the TP-Link 
TL-WN8223N adapter was used with the default driver. The tool Fluxion performs the Evil-
Twin attack in mainly two stages, capture the WPA handshake and create the Evil-Twin with 
a captive portal. The wireless adapter is set to monitor mode to prepare the adapter for the 
attack. The successful completion of the steps is recorded. The scenario is repeated after 
updating the driver of the TP-Link TL-WN8223N adapter. After successfully creating the Evil-
Twin access point, the detection tool is utilized to capture the beacon frames. The Detection 
tool requires a wireless adapter to capture the data. The capture .CSV file is then analysed. 
Similarly, the scenario is repeated for the Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter. 
 
Additionally, it was observed that the Fluxion tool requires two adapters to be used together, 
where one is used as a Tracking and Jamming interface, and the other is used for the creation 
of AP. Here, the experiment was performed using the TP-Link TL-WN8223N adapter as the 
Tracking and Jamming interface and Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter as the AP 
interface. In the second scenario, Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter was used as the 
Tracking and Jamming interface, and the TP-Link TL-WN8223N adapter was used as the AP 
interface. After successfully creating the Evil-Twin access point, the detection tool was utilized 
to capture the beacon frames. The Detection tool requires a wireless adapter to capture the data. 
The capture .CSV file is then analysed. 
 
In case study 3, Hak5 pineapple Tetra was used to create an Evil-Twin access point. Hak5 
pineapple Tetra uses its PineAP Suite to perform the Evil-Twin attack. In order to create the 
captive portal using the Hak5 pineapple Tetra, the EvilPortal module must be installed. The 
Hak5 Pineapple Tetra is then able to capture the credentials of the user using the captive portal. 
After the successful creation of the Evil-Twin access point, the detection tool is utilized to 
capture the beacon frames. The Detection tool requires a wireless adapter to capture the data. 
The captured .CSV file is then analysed. 
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The setup for the experiments is highlighted in the Figure 2 below. 
 

 
Figure 2: The setup for the experiment 

 
 
Detection Tool:  
 
The detection tool is developed following the research methodology using Python. The Scapy 
Library is used to capture the packets generated by the wireless adapters. The output of the data 
gathered by the tool is extracted in a .CSV file by using the Pandas Library. The Vendor 
information is extracted and updated in the output file using the Python Libraries such as mac-
vendor-lookup 0.1.12 and macaddress 2.0.2. The working of the detection tool can be 
understood by observing the flow chart of the tool as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, the tool 
airmon-ng is required to setup the interface in monitor mode to capture the packets. 
 
The detection procedure is as follows, 
Step 1: Prepare the wireless adapter to be used by the script by putting the interface in monitor   
mode. 
Step 2: The system processes networking and NetworkManager must be stopped prior to 
running the tool by using the airmon-ng tool. 
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Step 3: The interface name must be passed along with the count interval at time of running the 
tool. 
Step 4: The tool will capture the packets using the sniff function provided by the Scapy library. 
Step 5: Only the beacon frames are considered by the tool. 
Step 6: The RSSI, Destination MAC, Source MAC, AP MAC, Channel, Beacon Interval, 
Timestamp, Sequence number, Cipher, Suite, SSID, Vendor, and Chipset are captured. 
Step 7: The extracted information is saved in the form of a .CSV file as seen in the Figure 4. 

 
Figure 3: Flow chart of the proposed detection tool 

 

 
Figure 4: Snippet of the data extracted by the tool 

 
6 Evaluation 
 
This section of the master thesis demonstrates and analyses the effectiveness of the proposed 
methodology by comparing the detection of various Evil-Twin access points created by 
employing different wireless adapters and tools. The efficacy of the detection tool developed 
is evaluated. In this research, two Wi-Fi security auditing and social engineering tools, 
Airgeddon and fluxion, were used to create the Evil-Twin access points with the combination 
of three wireless adapters, TP-Link (TL-WN8223N), Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) and 
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Hak5 Wi-Fi Pineapple Tetra, and their results were recorded and analysed separately. After 
creating the Evil-Twin access points, three devices were used as client machines, and their 
corresponding results were recorded. The Detection tool captured the Beacon Frame packets 
from the access points. Selected parameters extract the relevant data and is stored in the form 
of an excel sheet, which help visualize the differences between the legitimate and Evil-Twin 
access points. With this data, graphs are created that help perform a comparative analysis and 
highlight the key differences to identify the Evil-Twin access points.   

6.1 Case Study 1: Airgeddon 
 
In this setup, the tool Airgeddon was used to create the Evil-Twin access point using two 
wireless adapters, TP-Link (TL-WN8223N) and Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH). The steps of 
creating an Evil-Twin access point were identified and summarized. The ability of the wireless 
adapters to execute the steps was recorded in the table. These were tested against three client 
devices and the observations are recorded separately. 
 
TP-Link (TL-WN8223N): 
 
The TP-Link (TL-WN8223N) adapter was first used with its default driver RTL8xxxu to build 
an Evil Twin access point. It was noted in the findings that the adapter with its default driver 
could only execute the first phase of the attack, which is capturing the WPA handshake, and 
was unable to create an Evil-Twin access point. After updating the driver of the card with 
version 4.4.x, the adapter was able to create the Evil-Twin access point. 
 
Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH):  
 
The Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter is a dual-band wireless adapter and is not detected 
in Kali Linux when running on the default driver RTL88xxau. After updating the driver of the 
adapter to version 5.6.2 it is possible to perform a complete Evil-Twin attack. While using the 
Alfa Network card both 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands can be used, which enables to perform attack 
on wireless network on the both the wireless bands. 

Table 5 : Compatibility of the wireless adapters with Airgeddon Tool 
Device TP-Link TP-Link Alfa Network Alfa Network Alfa Network Alfa Network 
Band 2.4GHz 2.4GHz 2.4GHz 5GHz 2.4GHz 5GHz 
Model TL-

WN8223N 
TL-
WN8223N 

AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH 

Driver Default 
(RTL8xxxu) 

v4.4.x Default 
(RTL88xxau) 

Default 
(RTL88xxau) 

v5.6.4.2 v5.6.4.2 

Chipset Realtek 
RTL8192EU 

Realtek 
RTL8192EU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Modes 
Supported 

Managed, 
Monitor 

IBSS, 
Managed, 
AP, 
Monitor, 
P2P-Client, 
P2P-Go 
 

Managed, 
Monitor 

Managed, 
Monitor 

IBSS, 
Managed, AP, 
Monitor, P2P-
Client, P2P-Go 
 

IBSS, 
Managed, AP, 
Monitor, P2P-
Client, P2P-Go 
 

Setting 
interface in 
monitor mode 

P P Ï Ï P P 
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Reset Attack 
on Client 

P P Ï Ï P P 

De-
authenticating 
Client 

P P Ï Ï P P 

Capturing 
WPA/WPA2 
Handshake 

P P Ï Ï P P 

Evil Twin AP 
creation 

Ï P Ï Ï P P 

Captive 
portal to steal 
passwords 

Ï Ï Ï Ï P P 

 
Based on the above observations seen in Table 5, it can be concluded that Alfa Network 
(AWSU036ACH) adapter is the only adapter capable of successfully creating the Evil-Twin 
access point along with the captive portal. As observed in the Table 6, after connecting the 
client devices, it was observed that only the Apple iPhone was unable to see the legitimate 
access point, while the Android Phone and the windows laptop were able to see both the access 
points in their available networks. It was also noted that all clients were unable to connect to 
the legitimate access point during the attack. 
 

Table 6: Observations on Client devices for Airgeddon Tool 
Client Devices Apple iPhone Android Phone Windows Laptop 
User required to reconnect manually to AP after 
WPA handshake attack. 

Ï Ï Ï 

Device reconnects automatically to AP after 
WPA handshake attack. 

P P P 

Legitimate AP seen along with Evil-Twin Ï P P 
Able to connect to legitimate AP during rouge AP 
attack 

Ï Ï Ï 

Captive portal seen. P P P 
 

6.2 Case Study 2: Fluxion 
 
In this setup, the Evil-Twin access points were created using the Fluxion tool. The Fluxion tool 
requires two wireless adapters to perform a complete Evil-Twin attack, while using only one 
adapter can only perform the first phase of the attack. The results obtained while using 
individual adapters is recorded in the below Table 7. 
 

Table 7: Compatibility of wireless adapters with Fluxion Tool 
Device TP-Link TP-Link Alfa Network Alfa Network Alfa Network Alfa Network 
Band 2.4GHz 2.4GHz 2.4GHz 5GHz 2.4GHz 5GHz 
Model TL-

WN8223N 
TL-
WN8223N 

AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH AWSU036ACH 

Driver Default 
(RTL8xxxu) 

v4.4.x Default 
(RTL88xxau) 

Default 
(RTL88xxau) 

v5.6.4.2 v5.6.4.2 

Chipset Realtek 
RTL8192EU 

Realtek 
RTL8192EU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Realtek 
RTL8812AU 

Modes 
Supported 

Managed, 
Monitor 

IBSS, 
Managed, 
AP, 
Monitor, 

Managed, 
Monitor 

Managed, 
Monitor 

IBSS, 
Managed, AP, 
Monitor, P2P-
Client, P2P-Go 

IBSS, 
Managed, AP, 
Monitor, P2P-
Client, P2P-Go 
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P2P-Client, 
P2P-Go 
 

  

Setting 
interface in 
monitor mode 

P P Ï Ï P P 

Reset Attack 
on Client 

P P Ï Ï P P 

De-
authenticating 
Client 

P P Ï Ï P P 

Capturing 
WPA/WPA2 
Handshake 

P P Ï Ï P P 

Evil Twin AP 
creation 

Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï 

Captive 
portal to steal 
passwords 

Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï Ï 

 
While performing the attack when using two wireless interfaces, one must be selected as the 
Target Tracker and Jamming interface while the other must be used as the AP interface. In this 
experiment both adapters were used in combinations to perform the attack and the observations 
were noted in the below Table 8.  
 

Table 8: Performance of Fluxion Tool when combination of wireless adapter used 
Device TP-Link Alfa Network TP-Link Alfa Network 
Model TL-WN8223N AWSU036ACH TL-WN8223N AWSU036ACH 
Attack interface type Target tracker 

interface 
AP interface AP interface Target tracker 

interface 
Setting interface in monitor 
mode 

P P 

Reset Attack on Client P P 
De-authenticating Client P P 
Capturing WPA/WPA2 
Handshake 

P P 

Evil Twin AP creation Ï P 
Captive portal to steal passwords Ï P 

 
Based on the above observations seen in Table 8, it can be concluded that Evil-Twin attack is 
only possible when the Alfa Network (AWSU036ACH) adapter is used as the Target Tracker 
interface while TP-Link (TL-WN8223N) adapter is used for the AP interface. After the Evil-
Twin is created the Client devices are connected and the observations are recorded in a tabular 
form in the below Table 9. 

Table 9: Observations on Client devices for Fluxion Tool 
Client Devices Apple iPhone Android Phone Windows Laptop 
User required to reconnect manually to AP after 
WPA handshake attack. 

Ï Ï Ï 

Device reconnects automatically to AP after 
WPA handshake attack. 

P P P 

Legitimate AP seen along with Evil-Twin Ï P P 
Able to connect to legitimate AP during rouge AP 
attack 

Ï Ï Ï 

Captive portal seen. P P P 
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Based on the above observations in Table 9, it is visible that the Apple iPhone is unable to 
show the legitimate access point in the available networks, while both the Android Phone and 
the Windows Laptop can find both the access points. 

6.3 Case Study 3: Hak5 Wi-Fi Pineapple Tetra 
 
In this setup, Hak5 Wi-Fi pineapple Tetra was used to create Evil-Twin access points. With the 
version of v2.4 the Wi-Fi pineapple can create Evil-Twin access points along with providing 
Internet to the connected clients. The Hak5 Wi-Fi pineapple Tetra does not require the any 
additional wireless interfaces and the built-in interfaces are by default in the appropriate modes. 
Furthermore, the default captive portal failed to load in the connected clients. However, 
additional custom captive portals can be added and deployed. Similarly, by default the Hak5 
Wi-Fi pineapple tetra does not generate any OUI information, which the vendor of the chipset 
used by the wireless adapter. The observation of the performance of Hak5 Wi-Fi pineapple 
Tetra are recorded in the Table 10. 
 

Table 10: Performance of Hak5 Pineapple Tetra with PineAP 
Device Hak5 Wi-Fi pineapple  
Band 2.4GHz and 5GHz 
Model Tetra 
Driver Version 2.4.2 
Chipset Atheros AR9344 and 

AR9580 
Modes Supported IBSS, Managed, AP, 

Monitor, P2P-Client, 
P2P-Go 

Setting interface in monitor mode Ï(not required) 
Reset Attack on Client P 
De-authenticating Client P 
Capturing WPA/WPA2 Handshake P 
Evil Twin AP creation P 
Captive portal to steal passwords P(deployed 

additionally) 

 
As observed in the Table 11, after connecting the client devices, it was observed that only the 
Apple iPhone was unable to see the legitimate access point, while the Android Phone and the 
windows laptop were able to see both the access points in their available networks. It was also 
noted that all clients were unable to connect to the legitimate access point during the attack. 

Table 11: Observations on Client devices for PineAP 
Client Devices Apple iPhone Android Phone Windows Laptop 
User response required for WPA handshake 
attack 

Ï Ï Ï 

legitimate access point seen along with Evil-Twin Ï P P 
Captive portal seen. P P P 
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6.4 Comparative analysis of the Wi-Fi auditing Tools 
 
The below Table 12 contains the findings from the performance of the tools used to create the 
Evil-Twin access point with the parameters and specifications outlined in the research 
methodology. 

Table 12: Shows the comparative analysis of the Wireless Auditing Tools 
Tools Airgeddon Fluxion PineAP 
Type of interface CLI CLI GUI 
Capability to provide internet to clients 
without additional input 

Ï Ï P 

Ability to spoof MAC address P P P 
Additional adapters required to create 
Evil-Twin 

Ï P Ï 

Ability to perform verification of 
captured WPA handshake 

Ï P Ï 

Number of Captive Portals options 12 78 1(Default 1 but any number can be added) 
Ability to add more portals Ï Ï P 

 
From these findings, it is evident that PineAP is more robust and can execute complex attacks. 
Furthermore, it can be used to mount more captive portals without needing additional hardware, 
while Airgeddon and Fluxion are limited in the number of captive portals they can support. 

6.5 Detection Results 
 
Analysis of the information collected by the detection tool clearly indicated the presence of 
two access points being present. This was observed due to the Vendor specific information 
parameter able to detect the two distinct Chipset manufacturers creating the access point with 
the same SSID, where the legitimate access point vendor was Qualcomm Inc. Furthermore, the 
RSSI values for the legitimate access point were consistent, while the Evil-Twin access points' 
values were variable. In the setup the legitimate access point consistently remained between 
the short range of -36 dBm to -48 dBm, whereas the Evil-Twin access point fluctuated from -
19 dBm to -40 dBm and even reaching -76 dBm. This proved that the legitimate access point 
produced a stable signal and the same can be observed in the Figure 5.  
 

 
Figure 5: Shows the variation of the signal strength(RSSI) between the legitimate and Evil-Twin 
access point 
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Additionally, the sequence numbers of the beacon frames for the legitimate access point 
remained consistent with a difference of 16, whereas the frame sequence for the Evil-Twin 
access point was irregular. Furthermore, the time stamp difference between frames was 
inconsistent for the Evil-Twin access point but not the legitimate one. The Figure 6 shows the 
Timestamp difference of 102400 between the consecutive beacon frames with a sequence 
number difference of 16. The Figure 7 shows the inconsistencies in the Timestamp difference 
between two consecutive frames. 
 

 
Figure 6: Shows the consistency in the Beacon Frame delay of the legitimate access point 

 

 
Figure 7: Shows the inconsistency in the Beacon Frame from the Evil-Twin access point 
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6.6 Discussion 
 
The comprehensive investigation into the Evil-Twin access point was conducted using three 
distinct case studies. This approach helps test the wireless adapter's capability while 
simultaneously seeking out potential deficiencies and flaws in the detection tool. Examining 
and analysing the data from the three case studies enabled the parameters to be narrowed down 
to accurately detect an Evil-Twin access point. Furthermore, The analysis of the packets from 
the three cases revealed the following. 
 

• The Vendor-Specific section of a beacon frame packet includes the Vendor OUI 
(Organizationally Unique Identifier) information that allows us to identify the 
manufacturer of the chipset used in the access point. Airgeddon and Fluxion do not 
allow users to modify this, whereas Pineapple Tetra strips this information when 
creating an Evil-Twin.  

 
• The Group Cipher Suite parameter in the RSN information tag reveals the encryption 

method of the access point. In contrast, all tools creating Evil-Twin access points do 
not use encryption.  

 
• Additionally, the Auth Key Management Suite parameter in the RSN information tag 

displays the authentication method of the access point, which is not used by any of the 
tools.  

 
• The Frame Control Field in the packet holds the source MAC address information 

which can be used to identify the vendor. However, when different setups were being 
tested, some devices that created the access point added random bits of information to 
the field to create a unique MAC address. As a result of this, the detection tool was not 
able to look up the MAC address and determine the vendor. Therefore, this parameter 
was not used to draw the final conclusion.  

 
• The RSSI value under the Radio Tap Header tag provides the signal strength in dBm. 

This parameter was selected to increase the accuracy of the detection tool as the 
legitimate access point had a consistent signal strength within a short range. In contrast, 
the Evil-Twin access point created by the tools had inconsistent signal strength across 
a wide range.  

 
• Lastly, the timestamps and sequence numbers of the corresponding packets had varying 

time differences for the Evil-Twin access point. In contrast, the legitimate access point 
had a consistent difference between each packet. 

 
By analysing the data collected from the three case studies, the presence of an Evil-Twin could 
be determined by looking at the Vendor OUI and RSSI. Moreover, a definite confirmation was 
provided by studying the Timestamp, Sequence Number, Cipher, and Suite parameters. These 
parameters allowed us to discern between the Evil-Twin access point and valid ones. 
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7 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The purpose of this research thesis was to develop a more efficient solution by evaluating the 
available Wi-Fi auditing tools and wireless adapters for Evil-Twin attacks. Results from the 
analysis displayed that the detection tool could accurately recognize the presence of an Evil-
Twin access point. It was noticed that while some of the results provided by the tools were 
similar, there were also some parameters in which the results showed significant differences. 
The evaluation results show that the different case studies have successfully met the stated 
objectives of the research thesis. Based on the above findings, the correct set of parameters was 
determined to help analyse and detect Evil-Twin access points using beacon-frame delay and 
wireless network parameter deviation, which will help safeguard users against malicious 
actors. This research evaluated the various wireless adapters and tools available to create an 
Evil-Twin access point and determined the combination needed to make it difficult to detect. 
The evaluation of the three wireless attack tools revealed that the Hak5 Pineapple Tetra is the 
most user-friendly and robust. Airgeddon is the easiest and most suitable for quick deployment 
with a single wireless adapter. The evaluation results of the tools helped us identify the 
parameters such as MAC address can be spoofed using the tools and cannot be used in the 
detection tool as a parameter to determine the Evil-Twin. The evaluation also shows that the 
tools cannot change vendor information and be used to detect the presence of the Evil-Twin 
access point. Also, the encryption and authentication methods are not used while creating Evil-
Twin access points by the tools, and an open network is created to perform the attack. Hence, 
Cipher and Suite information parameters are used in the detection tool to help determine the 
Evil-Twin access point. It also established the suitable wireless parameters to differentiate 
between legitimate and Evil-Twin access points and the parameters needed to analyse and 
detect them. The results from this research indicate that there is room for further improvement.  
 

For future work on this research paper, the following can be considered. When 
conducting the research and making the case studies, it was assumed that the attacker had 
deceived the client devices into connecting to the Evil-Twin access point. The captive portal 
was not intended to imitate a particular organization. To better identify and detect these Evil-
Twin access points, research into the social engineering aspect of this attack can be undertaken. 
This can start with surveying the building to locate the access points present and creating a heat 
map of the environment's wireless network using software such as jwaves.io. After setting up 
the Evil-Twin access point, deploying a targeted captive portal and recording the participants' 
behaviour is the next step. Analysing the gathered data, making conclusions on the attack's 
effectiveness, and finding ways to better identify these Evil-Twin access points should follow. 

 
Furthermore, the results of this experiment could help create an awareness campaign to 

inform people about the risks of connecting to unknown Wi-Fi networks. This approach would 
allow for a more comprehensive understanding of the Evil-Twin attack while being more 
creative and innovative. The method used in the research to detect the Evil-Twin access point 
was the passive method. The detection tool was not connected to the Evil-Twin access point, 
thus limiting the parameters that can be evaluated. The active method can also be used to 
examine the environment for unauthorized or suspicious access points. By combining different 
approaches, a hybrid detection tool can be built to consider more metrics for comparison, such 
as the Maximum Common Subsequence index. This would increase the accuracy of the 
detection tool. 
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